
Televic is a leading expert in conferencing technology 
that enhances your meeting’s efficiency. Professionalize 
your city or municipal council meetings by digitizing them. 
Improve efficiency and intelligibility in any live, virtual, or 
hybrid debate with our customizable, user-friendly, and 
transparent conferencing and voting solutions. Control 
active speakers, set speech timers for each participant, 
collect votes automatically, and share results at once.

Save hours preparing for meetings. iBabs is designed to 
make your life easier – so you can start preparing meetings 
more quickly and efficiently. With no more paper. Not even 
post-its! Our seemingly simple app easily integrates with 
every DMS. And getting started is fast and simple. You 
understand all the work that goes into an effective meeting. 
Imagine how much simpler everythiBabs. 
Completely digital! All participants have everything they 
need at their fingertips, and you’re in control.

Partnership 

With this connection, Televic and iBabs make it possible to use your prepared meeting from iBabs without extra effort  
to ensure the key moments of the meeting such as voting where all users are involved, in the room and remote.

With 1 press of a button, prepared iBabs meeting is synchronized, including participants to  
your Televic meeting management system without extra effort or time.

Televic is in the lead at a key moment in the managed meeting: voting in our system.  
Televic ensures successful voting where results are shown.

Voting results of remote participants are involved.

Voting results  are automatically sent back to iBabs without extra effort and time.

A workflow integration that reduces time and effort with a certainty of correct voting results

A partnership you can trust:

&

Televic and iBabs work together in a technology partnership 
and bundle competences to deliver a solution that precisely 
fits the customers’ needs. iBabs is the expert in meeting 
preparation and meeting linked document management 
where Televic delivers top-notch audio-video conferencing 
technology, failure safe, ensuring the key moments of the 
meeting such as the voting.


